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NEW

NEW

BOOK + MEMORY GAME

WITH 
memory gamE:

MATCH THE 
PICTURES

SOLD: SPAIN SOLD: SPAIN

This sturdy little box contains a book and  
memory cards, so you can read and play 
together! The animals feature both in the 
book and on the cards. A concentration 
game with a twist: two cards make one 
animal. Can you match the legs to the rest 
of the animal?

The game stimulates concentration 
and the memory through play
Colourful and fun design

Sturdy cards in a handy box

Perfect size for small hands

Author
Textcase

Format
15 x 14,6 x 3,3 cm

Binding
Full colour boardbook
Spot UV and matt lamination

Collection
Book + memory game

Number of pages
4 spreads + 20 memory cards 3+

funny

combinations



NE
W

NE
W

L ight book

SOLD: SPAINSOLD: SPAIN

These cheerful books come with a special  

surprise: the lights can be turned on and off! 

Read the rhymes out loud and blow out the 

lights before you turn the page. These will be 

certain bedtime favourites, as each story ends 

with one of the animals blowing out the light and 

going to bed.

With lights that are turned on and  
off by blowing 
Fun rhymes and cheerful illustrations

Perfect bedtime stories

Interactive book for young children

Author
Tanja Timmerman

Format
21 x 17 cm

Binding
Full colour boardbook
Spot UV and matt lamination

Collection
Light book

Number of pages
5 spreads 3+

BLOW OUT
the lights!

Marijke Buurlage (1989)
is a Dutch illustrator who’s work 
is vibrant, light-hearted and 
playful. 

Her favourite things to draw 
are animals and botanicals. 
She mostly illustrates children’s 
books, but is also known for 
her packaging illustrations.  
She loves bringing a smile to 
people’s faces with her colour-
ful creations.



SHINE & search

SOLD: SPAIN, MEXICO, SERBIA, GERMANY, GREECE

SOLD: SPAIN, MEXICO, SERBIA, GERMANY

SOLD: SPAIN, MEXICO, GERMANY, GREECE, PORTUGAL

SOLD: SPAIN, MEXICO, GERMANY

SOLD: SPAIN, MEXICO, SERBIA, GERMANY, GREECE, PORTUGAL

This fantastic serie full of cheerful 
colours invites every child to read and 
discover. Slid the flashlight under the  
foil pages and find all the hidden  
pictures. 3 pages contain a short, 
rhyming text. The educational topics 
bring a lot of fun to all children.

Sturdy flashlight on a cord

Interactive way to learn first words

Discover pictures with the flashlight

Fun rhymes and colourful illustrations

Author
Fiona Huisman

Format
21 x 21 cm

Binding
Full colour boardbook with wire-O 
5 acetate sheets
Spot UV and matt lamination

Collection
Shine & Discover

Number of pages
12 2+



NEW

WHO LIVES HERE?

with sturdy
cardboard

flaps

SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAINSOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN

This book with flaps, cheerful rhymes 
and beautiful illustrations is a fun and 
interactive exploration. Which animal is 
hiding underneath the flap?

Author
Fiona Huisman

Format
20 x 20 cm

Binding
Full colour boardbook
Spot UV and matt lamination

Collection
Who lives here?

Number of pages
12 1+Interactive book for young children

With sturdy cardboard flaps

Guess the animals and lift the flaps

Mesmerizing rhymes and colours



Finger puppets

These sturdy cardboard books come 
with a colourful soft toy  with a squeaky 
surprise. Each spread features a fun 
story in rhyme. Read and play with your 
youngest ones!

Author
Vitataal

Format
13 x 13 cm

Binding
Full colour boardbook
Spot UV and matt lamination

Collection
Finger puppets

Number of pages
12 1+Includes a cuddly toy with sound effect

 
Interactive book for young children

Fun rhymes and colourful illustrations

Perfect size for small hands

WITH SOUND



Finger puppets

These sturdy cardboard books come 
with a colourful soft toy  with a squeaky 
surprise. Each spread features a fun 
story in rhyme. Read and play with your 
youngest ones!

Author
Vitataal

Format
13 x 13 cm

Binding
Full colour boardbook
Spot UV and matt lamination

Collection
Finger puppets

Number of pages
12 1+Includes a cuddly toy with sound effect

 
Interactive book for young children

Fun rhymes and colourful illustrations

Perfect size for small hands

Also available in
 a handy display

WITH SOUND



flashlight

SOLD: SPAIN

This extensive series offers something for every-

one, from fairy tales to the universe. The sturdy 

books come with a cardboard flashlight that can 

be slid under the foil pages to light up the search-

and-find images. The adventure stories contain 

all the search elements and can be read aloud. 

Children can also have hours of fun reading,  

discovering and searching independently. 

Author
Studio Stampij

Format
22 x 27 cm

Binding
Full colour boardbook with wire-O 
5 acetate sheets
Spot UV and matt lamination

Collection
Flashlight

Number of pages
12 3+

SOLD: SPAIN, PORTUGAL, HUNGARY, GERMANY, 
CHINA, ESTONIA, SERBIA

SOLD: SPAIN, PORTUGAL, LITHUANIA, 
CHINA, GERMANY, ESTONIA, SERBIA, ISRAEL

SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN, PORTUGAL, GERMANY, GREECE

Popular on social media

With a sturdy cardboard flashlight

Discover pictures with the flashlight

Interactive book for young children

WOLRD 
WIDE

copies sold
500.000



SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN, GERMANY, BULGARIASOLD: SPAIN, GREECE

SOLD: SPAIN, CHINA, ISRAEL

SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN, LITHUANIA, CHINA

SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN, PORTUGAL, CHINA, ISRAEL

SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN SOLD: SPAIN SOLD: SPAIN, BULGARIA

SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN, GERMANY, GREECE

SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN, CHINA

SOLD: SPAIN SOLD: SPAIN, GERMANY, CHINA

SOLD: SPAIN, GERMANY, HUNGARY SOLD: SPAIN, ISRAELSOLD: SPAIN, CHINA, ISRAEL

SOLD: SPAIN, PORTUGAL, CHINA

SOLD: SPAIN, CHINA SOLD: SPAIN SOLD: SPAIN. CHINA SOLD: SPAIN, PORTUGAL, CHINA

SOLD: SPAIN



SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN, ISRAEL, SERBIA

SOLD: SPAIN, ISRAEL, SERBIA

HI!  WHO AM I?

Colourful cardboard books with sturdy 
felt flaps. Guaranteed interaction with 
the little ones. Who’s hiding behind the 
tree, and whose big brown tail is that? 
The happy rhymes describe the easily 
recognisable animals that appear in 
the book.

Author
Fiona Huisman

Format
20 x 20 cm

Binding
Full colour boardbook
Spot UV and matt lamination

Collection
Hi! Who Am I?

Number of pages
12 3+

SOLD: SPAIN

Interactive book for young children

With sturdy felt flaps

Guess the animals and lift the flaps

Bright illustrations and sturdy pages

with 
sturdy
FELT 

FLAPS



NEW
TRAIN PUZZLE

These beautiful boxes with a handle contain a  

puzzle in the shape of a train and a cardboard  

booklet with a story in rhyme. The characters are 

going on an adventure, but not before everyone  

has found a place on board! The puzzle is a  

whopping 130 centimetres long and, best of all: 

every theme can connect to the next one. How  

long will your train be?

Popular on social media

Colourful and fun design

Recognizable pictures for toddlers

Sturdy cardboard box with handle

Author
Fiona Huisman

Format
16 x 16 x 7 cm

Binding
Full colour boardbook + box
Spot UV and matt lamination

Collection
Train Puzzle

Number of pages
10 pages | 10 pieces, 130 cm long 3+

SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN SOLD: SPAIN SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN, ITALY

SOLD: SPAIN, ITALY

SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN, ITALY

SOLD: SPAIN, ITALY

SOLD: SPAINSOLD: SPAIN



SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN, SLOVAKIA, CZECH REPUBLIC, 
GREECE, HUNGARY, SERBIA

SOLD: SPAINSOLD: SPAIN, SLOVAKIA, CZECH REPUBLIC,
GREECE, HUNGARY, SERBIA

SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN, HUNGARY

SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN

Touch and feel

From soft fur to scaly fins, this beautiful 
series of touch and feel books has it all. 
Have a look around the forest and feel 
how hairy a squirrel’s tail is, or go back in 
time to feel the skin of a dinosaur. These 
sturdy books have rhyming texts and are 
safe for little ones to play with.

Interactive book for young children

Touch-and-feel element on each spread

Look and feel to stimulate the senses

Perfect size for small hands

Author
Fiona Huisman

Format
20 x 15 cm

Binding
Full colour boardbook
Spot UV and matt lamination

Collection
Touch and feel

Number of pages
10 3+

WOLRD 
WIDE

copies sold
250.000



SOLD: SPAIN, ROMANIA SOLD: SPAIN, ROMANIA

SOLD: SPAIN, ROMANIA

Pop-up

Join us on an adventure in this special pop-up 
book. Each spread contains a unique pop-up 
element and you can have a good look around 
several worlds of wonder through the frames. 
The stories are thrilling and full of adventure, 
but also contain an underlying message. The 
beautifully embossed cover completes this 
detailed book.  

Pop-up element

Fantastic 3D frame

Recognizable pictures for toddlers

Detailed design with lots to see

Author
Fiona Huisman

Format
21 x 20 cm

Binding
Full colour boardbook
Spot UV and matt lamination

Collection
Pop-up

Number of pages
12 3+



everyone can draw

Learn to draw in three steps with illustrator Marc 
De Vos. He shows that with a few basic shapes, 
you can draw anything you want. The plastic 
template at the back of the book features these 
shapes; you use it in step one. Thanks to the clever 
drawing tips and clear explanations, the animal 
is finished in three short steps! Richly illustrated, 
packed with animals and with plenty of space  
to practice for yourself. 

Includes a handy drawing stencil

Step by step instructions

Sturdy paper, leaving no imprints

Full of fun animals 

Author
Marc De Vos

Format
27 x 21.5 cm

Binding
Full colour, flexi cover
Spot UV and matt lamination

Collection
Everyone can draw

Number of pages
64 3+

SOLD: SPAIN SOLD: SPAIN



TRAVEL DIARY KIDS

These travel diaries with a sturdy cover 
featuring a magnetic clasp will survive 
any journey. Write down your stories 
and make every trip unforgettable!

With magnetic clasp

Full of surprising activities

Colourful and playful design

Stimulates writing and expressing  
feelings

Author
Studio Stampij

Format
12 x 17 cm

Binding
Hardcover, full colour

Collection
Travel diary

Number of pages
144 6+

SOLD: SPAIN



NEW

NEW
Travel diary

These travel diaries with a sturdy cover featuring a  
magnetic clasp will survive any journey. Write down your 
stories and make every trip unforgettable! They contain 
exactly what travelers need at their destination, from 
important telephone numbers to money matters. Available 
in a variety of designs. And for the discerning traveler who 
prefers a little more luxury, there is also a version with a 
pen holder, stickers, a storage pocket and reading ribbon.

With storage bag

With magnetic clasp

Collect beautiful moments

4 sticker sheets, elastic loop, 
storage bag and reading ribbon

Format
16.5 x 21.5 cm

Binding
Hardcover, full colour

Collection
Travel diary

Number of pages
144

SOLD: SPAIN
SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAINSOLD: SPAIN



Travel diary

These travel diaries with a sturdy cover featuring a  
magnetic clasp will survive any journey. Write down your 
stories and make every trip unforgettable! They contain 
exactly what travelers need at their destination, from 
important telephone numbers to money matters. Available 
in a variety of designs. And for the discerning traveler who 
prefers a little more luxury, there is also a version with a 
pen holder, stickers, a storage pocket and reading ribbon. 

With magnetic clasp

With storage bag

With a sturdy cover

Collect beautiful moments

Format
12 x 17 cm

Binding
Hardcover, full colour

Collection
Travel diary

Number of pages
144

SOLD: SPAIN, FRANCE



NEW

NEW

MANDALA

Beautiful illustrations to colour in,  
to free your mind and to fully relax. 

71 beautiful drawings

Comes with a sturdy cover

Sturdy paper, leaving no imprints

Single-sided print

Author
Vitataal

Format
25 x 25

Binding
Hardcover, full colour

Collection
Creative moments

Number of pages
144

SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN



MANDALA

Beautiful illustrations to colour in,  
to free your mind and to fully relax. 

100 beautiful drawings

Comes with a sturdy cover

Sturdy paper, leaving no imprints

Single-sided print

Author
Vitataal

Format
25 x 25

Binding
Hardcover, full colour

Collection
100 mandalas

Number of pages
204

SOLD: SPAIN, GERMANY

SOLD: SPAIN, GERMANY SOLD: SPAIN, GERMANY

SOLD: SPAIN



MANDALA

Beautiful illustrations to colour in,  
to free your mind and to fully relax. 

Sturdy paper, leaving no imprints

Both meditative and relaxing 

Packed with detailed, lovely mandalas 

With eye-catching, colourful foil finish

Author
Vitataal

Format
24 x 24

Binding
Paperback

Collection
Mandala

Number of pages
96

SOLD: SPAIN, FRANCE

SOLD: SPAIN, FRANCE

SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN, FRANCE



Baby books

From the pregnancy test to the first smile: 
record all those special moments in this 
beautiful series of books, and never forget 
a single moment. Filled with questions, 
lists and plenty of space to write, draw and 
paste photos. These luxury, linen books 
are a unique reference book for the entire 
family.  

Linen edition with gold foil

With reading ribbon

Collect beautiful moments

Nice to give, nice to get

Author
Studio Stampij

Format
21 x 21 cm

Binding
Hardcover, full colour

Collection
Baby books

Number of pages
96

SOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAINSOLD: SPAIN

SOLD: SPAIN



Baby books

From the pregnancy test to the first smile: 
record all those special moments in this 
beautiful series of books, and never forget 
a single moment. Filled with questions, 
lists and plenty of space to write, draw and 
paste photos. These luxury, padded books 
are unique reference books for the entire 
family.  

High-quality padded edition

Popular on social media

With reading ribbon

Collect beautiful moments

Author
Studio Stampij

Format
21 x 21 cm

Binding
Hardcover, full colour

Collection
Baby books

Number of pages
96

SOLD: SPAIN, PORTUGAL, HUNGARY SOLD: SPAIN, HUNGARY



Baby box

From your pregnancy and baby shower 
to the first milestones with your little one: 
with these boxes you will stay organized 
and create beautiful memories. Never 
forget these special moments, it all goes 
so fast!

Collect beautiful moments

Includes a wooden card stand

Beautiful gift box

40 sturdy cards with a modern design

Author
Studio Stampij

Format
10,8 x 18,7 cm

Binding
Book box, full colour

Collection
Baby box

Number of pages
40



COOKIE

BALL

BANANA

BEAR

SUN

my first 100 words

Clear & happy illustrations, made  
specifically for young children. Reading 
together and playing has never been 
more fun! In this cheerful box you’ll find 
50 cards for hours of fun! The cards show 
100 words with colourful pictures of  
objects from your toddler’s everyday life. 

Includes a wooden card stand

Sturdy cards to use again and again

Cheerful colours and lovely illustrations

Both educational and fun

Author
Studio Stampij

Format
10.8 x 18.7 cm

Binding
Book box, full colour

Collection
Kids box

Number of pages
50 3+



Nature adventure

Discovering nature while playing.  
This sturdy box contains the funniest tasks, 
best tips and cool games for outside  
adventures.

Author
Fiona Huisman

Format
10.8 x 18.7 cm

Binding
Book box, full colour

Collection
Kids box

Number of pages
40 3+Includes a wooden card stand

Sturdy cards to use again and again

Stimulates children to go outside 

Both educational and fun



Christmas

Enjoy Christmas even more! Have a 
memorable Christmas with this box with 
40 cards. Prepare the recipes, play the 
games, and decorate your home in a fun 
way.

Includes a wooden card stand

Colourful and festive design

Both educational and fun

Recipes, games and tips

Author
Studio Stampij

Format
10.8 x 18.7 cm

Binding
Book box, full colour

Collection
Kids box

Number of pages
40 3+



Who at this table?

With the ‘who at this table’ series  
you will really get to know your friends 
and family. Fun questions, challenging  
dilemmas and secrets you always wanted 
to know... Beautiful gift box with  
ring-binder. Per title over 10,000 sold in 
the Netherlands.

Fun and interesting conversation!

Beautiful gift box

Fun questions, dilemmas and secrets

Cardboard stand with ring-binder

Author
Fiona Huisman

Format
19 x 19 x 3 cm

Binding
Book box, full colour

Collection
Who at this table?

Number of pages
100



ANIMAL LOVER

A wonderful gift book for all dog and cat  
lovers. Learn everything  about your  
four-legged friend. 

All about behavior & body language

Tips, quotes, fun facts, snacks & games

Nice to give, nice to get

Author
Fiona Huisman

Format
13 x 18.5 cm

Binding
Hardcover, full colour

Collection
Dog owners / Cat owners

Number of pages
96

SOLD: SPAIN SOLD: SPAIN



SOLD: ESTONIA

cocktail & mocktail

Luxury gift box with 40 tasty recipes, fun 
games and handy tips for bartending at home.

Includes a wooden card stand

Anyone can make these tasty drinks!

Sturdy cards to use again and again

With full-colour pictures

Author
Fiona Huisman

Format
10.8 x 18.7 cm

Binding
Hardcover, full colour

Collection
Book box

Number of pages
40



List book

Fill-in books with a twist. Packed with  
inspiration to break your routine, or a book 
full of inspiration with things you decide you 
don’t have to do anymore. These books make 
you think about what you really want in  
life - and what you really don’t want.

Nice to give, nice to get

Surprising activities and questions

Colourful and fun design

With room for notes

Author
Studio Stampij

Format
15.4 x 15.4 cm

Binding
Hardcover, full colour

Collection
List book

Number of pages
96 3+



Foreign rights manager
Mauro Spagnol

maurospagnol@books-everywhere.com
 

Other inquiries
Charlotte Roke-Ruitenberg

charlotte@lantaarnpublishers.nl

Lantaarn publishers
Faradaystraat 9

6718 XT Ede
The Netherlands


